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INTRODUCTION
The Indian Affairs (IA) Request for Space Handbook provides guidance for the acquisition of
direct leased and General Services Administration (GSA)-provided space by programs and
offices under the authority of the Assistant Secretary – Indian Affairs (AS-IA), including the
Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA), and the Bureau of Indian Education (BIE).
This handbook is designed to provide guidance on Requests for Space as recommended by
internal IA policies and procedures, Department of the Interior (DOI) and Office of Management
and Budget (OMB) Memorandums, and applicable Executive Orders for both direct leased and
GSA-provided space.
This handbook was last updated on August 20, 2014.
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Standardized Space Criteria Guidelines and Thresholds
General Description
Space requirements will vary from one program to another depending on mission objectives.
However, there are some basic requirements that must be addressed when initially planning to
obtain space. These include space planning and layout, general purpose and special purpose
space floor plans, security requirements, telecommunication/information technology (IT)
requirements, parking requirements and utilization of space. Space utilization considers private
offices, systems furniture, circulation requirements, special purpose space, and warehouse use.
Each of these items is critical in evaluating the determination of space needs, as each will have a
direct impact on the cost and functionality of the space.
Space Planning and Layout
The program/tenant that will occupy the space will partner with Central Office Real Property
Leasing and will be able to actively participate in the space layout planning process. The
representative(s) who will participate in the space layout decisions need the ability to make
space-related decisions on behalf of the program they represent. It is essential that the
individual(s) know the specific space and program requirements for space layouts and/or
common use space, such as space for files, printers, and other IT equipment, copy and fax
equipment, etc. The program/office, GSA, or the lessor may provide professional space planning
services.
Initial discussions should include the following:
 Co-location opportunities
 Type of furniture to be installed
 Building security and any special security needs
 Adjacencies of groups of people and/or spaces required to be located together
 Square footage requirements for various working groups, including a circulation factor for
the overall space
 Size and type of storage, files, and other support areas needed for each particular group
 Small groups that can be flexibly located or used as “space fillers” if necessary
 Groups that do not require contiguous office space
 Funding and responsibility for:
o Move costs and procurement
o Communication moving and reinstallation
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o Reimbursable cost items as identified in the Special Requirements
o Any change orders or requests made after the award of the lease
o Accessibility issues
o Fire and life safety issues
 If there is a union involved, management must include the union in various space decisions
or as prescribed in the respective labor/management agreement
 Unusual or unique space need(s)
Note: For space planning purposes, the DOI benchmark is currently 180 usable square feet
(USF) per person, including all individual and shared space such as workstations,
circulation, storage, and conference rooms.
General Purpose Space
Open space planning concepts are to be utilized and the space design should consider reserving
window and exterior space for the majority of the employees housed in open space. Special use
and private offices are to be placed in the core area of the building. This configuration allows for
the most optimal lighting and air flow arrangements which are part of the Energy Star and LEED
Certification measures.
In general, there are two types of office plans: open and closed structured.
Ceiling High Partitioned Offices Versus Open Plan
The open plan approach, with very limited number of ceiling-high partitions for offices, is
encouraged. It has a higher degree of efficiency and flexibility, and provides maximum
distribution of natural light and day lighting techniques, as well as heating and cooling to the
working areas. This approach can be adapted to a larger building depth and still present an open
and airy atmosphere. It also encourages interaction between individuals and work groups.
To reduce space costs:
 Keep private offices to a minimum
 Use systems furniture which will also significantly improve space utilization
 Standardize systems furniture components to the maximum extent
 Dispose of excess and/or obsolete items
 Keep number of non-utilized furniture units to the minimum needed and store them in lower
cost storage areas
 Conduct semi-annual office clean-up days
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 Regularly dispose of outdated materials or hard and duplicate copies available in electronic
format
 Use filing space savers wherever needed for extensive, mandatory records storage needs
 Allocate only the furniture required for employees’ duties
 Use furniture for its intended use. (For example: Are tables being used as bookcases? Are
drafting tables being used as paper storage areas?)
 Within office organizations, share furniture (drafting tables, bookcases, file cabinets, etc.)
 Provide joint work areas in open spaces for employee work areas (team meeting areas, etc.)
 Provide shared work stations for individuals in part-time or field positions that spend 60% or
over two days or more of their time outside the office
 For telecommuting positions, consider all types of space-saving furniture configurations and
provide shared work stations whenever possible.
 Use “hotel” work spaces for visiting and temporary employees, along with students and
interns
Security Requirements
Note: The following information includes general security requirement information only.
Security assessments must either be conducted by the Department of Homeland Security (DHS)
or the BIA Office of Justice Services (OJS) to determine security needs for facilities. The
security assessment is confidential information and must be handled as such. Only authorized
individuals should have access to, or knowledge of, the assessment.
Types of Security Concerns:
 Setbacks – the distance the building must be located from access roads, parking lots, and
sidewalks
 Security enhancements – additional security provided by bollards, concrete barriers,
bulletproof / glazed windows, building structure upgrades, etc.
 Alarm systems – alarm notifications to a security control center monitored by FPS or by a
contracted private security company
 Access control systems – these provide controlled access into the facility by requiring key
cards, codes, etc.
Effective October 1, 2004, DHS began billing through GSA for security fees on all GSAprovided space. There are two types of security charges:
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 Basic Security Rate – the basic security rate is developed by DHS and approved by OMB on
a per square foot basis. This charge is applied to all GSA-provided space. DHS must receive
OMB approval to increase and / or change this rate.
 Building Specific – additional security charges for building-specific security requirements
(guard services, access control systems, security alarm systems, etc.)
Parking Requirements
Handicap accessible parking spaces are provided as required by the using office or by local code,
whichever is more stringent. Reserved, fee parking is provided for Government-owned vehicles
(GOVs) only, as necessary.

Space Utilization Thresholds
IA and the DOI recognize the Building Owners and Management Association (BOMA)
International standard (ANSI/BOMA Z65.1-1996) for measurement of space and definition for
office area, or area where a tenant normally houses personnel and furniture. The target goal for
general purpose office space is a maximum overall utilization rate of 180 BOMA Usable
Square Feet (USF) per person. Every effort should be made to achieve this goal and exception
requests should include detailed justification for why an exception is necessary.
Alternative Officing (AO), or alternative workplace arrangements, offer additional potential for
reducing space requirements, improving utilization and saving costs. Telework, hoteling, desk
sharing, satellite offices/telecenters, free address facilities, virtual offices, etc., are opportunities
to achieve greater utilization efficiencies while meeting program mission objectives.
Note: space requirements should be based on the tasks required for a particular job and on the
program’s needs to accomplish its mission. Other factors affecting space needs may be privacy
and acoustic requirements, access to daylight, collaborative needs, space availability, and budget.
Specific Utilization Issues:
 Circulation and Common Areas – a circulation factor of 25 percent is required for all
office space and is included in the 180 BOMA Usable Square Feet requirement. This
circulation factor is part of the utilization rate. The common area factor is not included in the
circulation factor. Common area includes a share of the building support / common areas
such as elevator lobbies, building corridors, and floor service areas.
 Offices – To provide optimum airflow and to keep alterations and operating costs contained,
systems furniture should be used to the greatest extent possible. The use of private offices
should be limited. When designing space, small conference rooms or “interview” rooms may
be a more cost-effective way of meeting the need for “closed-door” meetings than excessive
numbers of private offices and/or conference areas within private offices.
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 Warehouses – Warehouses are typically large storage facilities. There may be incidental
offices or other types of space within the building but the primary use is to store supplies of
oversized equipment, excess furniture/equipment, etc. Every effort should be made to keep
the size of the warehouses to a minimum by excessing unneeded furniture and equipment.
Warehouse utilization rates pertain to the percentage of the warehouse being used for storage
as compared to square feet per person.
 Special Purpose Space – All of these office space categories are a part of the overall
utilization rate and should be kept to a minimum.
The following space requirements are a general guideline for various space types. Each
program/office may have more specific requirements that are not meant to be captured in this
handbook. Further, these types of space are only provided when there is a need that can be
justified by sound business rationale.


Conference Rooms – the size of conference rooms should be determined by multiplying
the typical number of individuals that will use the room times 10 square feet per person.
Smaller conference rooms, also called interview or meeting rooms, may be used to meet
conference/meeting needs.



Employee Break Room – when employee break rooms are used by multiple
programs/offices, they should be included as joint use space and only counted towards
overall utilization rates when used exclusively by one organization.



Mail Room / Copy Room / Supply Room – combine use of these types of rooms
whenever possible. Size of rooms should be at a minimum required.



Computer Rooms / Telephone Rooms – combine use of these types of rooms whenever
possible and keep size to a minimum required.



Secured File Room – size should be kept at a minimum required.

Space Utilization Exclusions:
The following types of space are normally excluded from the space utilization calculation:
 Libraries
 Evidence Rooms
 Shared Server Rooms
 Lab Space
 Warehouse
 Wareyard
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Request for Space Procedure
Real Property Lease Acquisition Process
IA Central Office space management Real Property Leasing contacts are included below.
NAME
Matthew Cravatt,
Building Management Officer and
Space Management Officer
Edward Spivey,
Lease Contracting Officer – Direct
Leases
Kim Covington
Lease Contracting Officer – Direct
Leases
and GSA-Provided Space Point of
Contact

EMAIL

PHONE NUMBER

Matthew.Cravatt@bia.gov

(202) 208-3644

Edward.Spivey@bia.gov

(703) 390-6550

Kim.Covington@bia.gov

(202) 208-6188

The general steps for a space request are as follows:
I. Identify and Justify the Space Need – when a program/office determines a need for new or
expanded space, a Request for Space (RFS) package must be completed for review. *This
same package must be filled out 18 to 24 months in advance of a lease or occupancy
agreement expiration as well in order to reevaluate and support current space needs.
a. There must be a mission-related, justifiable need for any new or expansion space,
keeping in mind that all DOI bureaus are under the Rhea Suh Freeze the Footprint
Memorandum (Attachment 1) which effectively “freezes” the IA real property inventory
at FY 2012 benchmark levels.
b. Any increase in space must be “offset” by a corresponding decrease.
c. Reporting on current actions, future plans, and historical results will be monitored by the
Department annually and compared against the FY 2012 benchmark levels. All actions
will need to include details within the reporting. While this does not necessarily preclude
new or expansion space from being approved, it does mean that additional backup and
justification is necessary.
d. A Justification for New or Additional Space form (Attachment 2) must be filled out
which outlines the need for the new or expansion space and why it is mission-critical.
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II. The program will complete a RFS package which includes the following documents, in
addition to the Justification for New or Additional Space document included on the
previous page:
a. Request for Space Summary and Worksheet (Attachment 3) – this Excel spreadsheet
serves as the basis for the space request calculations and outlines primary office space,
warehouse, wareyard, office support areas, and special requirements. This spreadsheet is
located on the IA Online Forms intranet site:
http://iiamabqzucmw01p.ia.doi.net:16200/inside.indianaffairs/Employee/HRForms/index
.htm
i. Basic work step instructions are included on the first tab.
ii. The summary sheet identifies the totals for each type of space outlined above, and
will also define the geographic service area and the delineated area for where the
space is to be located within the marketplace. In smaller, more rural areas, the service
area and the delineated area may both be the reservation served, or the city limits;
whereas, a larger metropolitan area’s service area and delineated area may be the
entire central business district (CBD) or a quadrant thereof.
iii. The employee count worksheets include a breakdown of staffing, including names,
titles, grade levels, and supervisory functions, if applicable. All employees (full-time,
part-time, contractors, seasonal, etc.) should be listed on these worksheets along with
any vacant and funded positions.
iv. The office support spaces worksheet should identify administrative areas such as a
reception area, mail room, break room, conference room, etc., and provide the
purpose and specific requirements, the type of space or adjacency required (a mail
room needing to be located near the reception area, for example) and square feet
required.
v. The special requirements space worksheet needs to outline special use areas such
as server rooms and vaults. The unique requirements needed should be outlined and
detailed (a vault with 6-inch thick concrete walls floor to ceiling, with 24/7 humidity
and temperature control, secured access, and a dry fire suppression system, for
example).
vi. The warehouse/wareyard worksheet should provide detail about any needed
warehouse or wareyard space, including what program will utilize the space, what the
purpose of the space is needed for, and the square footage requirement. *Any
potentially hazardous items to be stored should be noted (for example, paint).
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Requests for new or expansion space should not be forwarded for processing unless funds
are available. It is each office’s responsibility to ensure its budget request includes any
request for funds to cover new or expansion space costs, including relocation / moving of
offices.
Funding availability will be needed for at least the first two full fiscal years and until such time
as central office Real Property Leasing can include the cost(s) within the Exhibit 54 Budget to
the Department.
b. GSA Needs Assessment Questionnaire (Attachment 4) – this Word document provides
additional information about the space needs in terms of customer information and
contacts, GSA services offered, building features and building support spaces, in addition
to parking, security, and normal business hours of operations. This Questionnaire is
located on the IA Online Forms intranet site:
http://iiamabqzucmw01p.ia.doi.net:16200/inside.indianaffairs/Employee/HRForms/index
.htm
This document should be filled out with as much detail as possible as it will help assess
items such as overtime utilities needed, tenant improvements required, etc.
III. Signatures Needed – Once the RFS package has been completed by the program
manager/superintendent/line officer, it will then need to be routed to the appropriate funds
certifying and signatory individual(s) for review. Senior Managers at the ASIA, BIA, and
BIE program office level, such as the Director, Deputy Bureau Director, Regional Director,
or Associate Director(s) level are required to certify funding availability and approval of the
space request.
IV. The regional office should then forward the RFS package to the Space Management
Officer (SMO)’s office for processing. RFS packages submitted will be prepared for
approval/denial by the Deputy Assistant Secretary – Indian Affairs (Management) (DAS-M)
with recommendation(s) within 30 work days of receiving the initial completed.
V. Determination by DAS-M – the DAS-M will issue a decision within two (2) weeks for
subsequent action. Approvals will be processed by Real Property Leasing which will
coordinate, manage and report on major activities associated with all direct leased and GSAprovided spaces in the portfolio.
At no time is any office other than Central Office Real Property Leasing to contact or deal
directly with GSA and/or a landlord. Only a designated warranted lease contracting
officer (LCO) can represent the United States in any GSA or direct lease negotiations or
effect any lease or any modification to a lease if delegated such authority by GSA.
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General Guidelines for Office Space by Position/Level
General guidelines for office spaces by position/level are illustrated below. These guidelines
assist with ensuring that the 180 SF per person utilization rate is achieved and are consistent with
Departmental objectives.
Position / Level
SES and GS-15
GS-14 (supervisory)
GS-13 to GS-14 (non-supervisory)
GS-11 to GS-12
GS-09 to GS-10
Up to GS-08
Contractor
Receptionist with office support
equipment

Style
Private Office
Private Office
Workstation
Workstation
Workstation
Workstation
Workstation
Workstation

Square Footage
180 to 240 SF
150 SF
120 SF
96 SF
84 SF
64 SF
64 SF
84 to 96 SF

Conference Room / Meeting Room

Private Space

10 SF x average number
of occupants to utilize
space
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What Happens after the RFS Package has been Received and Approved
Request for Space
(Received and Approved)

Direct Lease

OR

GSA-Provided Space via
Occupancy Agreement
(OA)

Review of all space requirements with program.
RFS will become part of the Request for Lease Proposals from below
and also a part of the lease itself.

Request for Lease Proposals (RLPs)
Solicitation for offers advertised in order to determine available supply
in the market area.

Market Tour
Property visits to all responses from above which meet agency
requirements.

Negotiation

Best and Final Offers
Submission of final and best offers for consideration by all lessors which
have spaces that meet agency requirements.

Final Selection
Final selection from best and final offers noted above.

Lease Execution

Tenant Improvements
If applicable, a project schedule will be outlined.

Beneficial Occupancy
Take possession of space.
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Attachment 1 – Freeze the Footprint Memorandum
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Attachment 2 – Justification for New or Additional Space Memorandum
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Attachment 3 – RFS Summary and Worksheets
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Attachment 4 – GSA Needs Assessment Questionnaire
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